
VacuPedi
Electrical callus remover with vacuum system

      rotations     speed                powerfull          rechargeable
    per minute          vacuum system

Well  groomed,  soft  feet  in  seconds  with  Silk’n  VacuPedi.  This  smart  electric  callus  remover  works  with
rotating grinding discs and an built-in vacuum system. It removes calluses and rough skin from your feet with
no hassle or inconvenience and, more importantly, no mess! It vacuums up dead skin cells and provides a
hygienic treatment. Furthermore, because this device is rechargeable, no batteries are required. 

Why Silk’n VacuPedi?

 Electric callus remover with built-in vacuum system 

 Vacuums up dead skin cells immediately into the device to prevent them from falling onto the floor

 Soft, smooth feet in seconds

 Painless, safe and easy to use

 2 speed settings

 Up to 1,550 rotations per minute

 Rechargeable, can be used for up to 110 minutes on one full charge

 Including 3 grinding discs (Fine, Medium and Coarse) and 3 filters

 Includes USB cable and USB wall adapter

 New grinding discs and filters are available separately



New: electric callus remover with built-in vacuum system
Silk’n VacuPedi works differently from most electric callus removers. VacuPedi effectively and safely removes
calluses and rough skin with a fast-rotating grinding disc. The vacuum system in the head of the device has a
replaceable filter that vacuums up all dead skin cells efficiently, keeping your floor clean. Calluses and dry skin
disappear in seconds, so you can immediately benefit from beautifully soft feet.

Up to 1,550 rotations per minute
The device has 2 speed settings, low and high. With up to 1,350 rotations per minute in the low setting and up
to 1,550 rotations in the high setting, Silk’n VacuPedi ensures your feet are soft and smooth in a heartbeat. Just
hold the device to the dry, hard skin for a few seconds to file it safely. Due to its ergonomic design, the device is
easy to use and painless. 

No batteries required!
With Silk’n VacuPedi, no batteries are required because the device is rechargeable. On one full charge, it can be
used for up to 110 minutes. Recharge VacuPedi via your computer or wall socket, using the accompanying USB
cable and USB wall adapter. You can thus always rely on having a powerful device that looks after your feet
effortlessly in every situation without needing to buy new batteries. 

Including 3 grinding discs and 3 filters
Silk’n VacuPedi comes with 3 grinding discs and 3 filters. The grinding discs make the skin soft and smooth. Just
attach one of the grinding discs to the device and let the device work its magic. You can choose between Fine,
Medium and Coarse. The filter captures the dead skin cells. You can wash and replace this filter periodically. 

Techinical feature of Silk'n VacuPedi

Use for Removes calluses and rough skin from dry feet, vacuums up 
dead skin cells and dust, for soft and smooth feet

Technology Rotation technology

Power supply Rechargeable battery

Battery capacity 2000 mAh

Usage time Up to 110 minutes

Charging time 2.5 hours

Number of speeds 2

Wet use No

Battery indicator Yes

Charging indicator Yes

Usable during loading No

Input voltage 100 - 240 V / 50 - 60 Hz

Dimensions (l x b x h) 180 x 64 x 89.5 mm

Package contents 1x VacuPedi device
3x grinding discs (Fine, Medium & Coarse)
3x filters
1x protection cover
1x USB cable
1x USB wall adapter
1x cleaning brush
1x user manual
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